A Not-So-New Eugenics

Harris and Savulescu on Human Enhancement

BY ROBERT SPARROW

John Harris and Julian Savulescu, leading figures in the “new” eugenics, argue that parents are morally obligated to use genetic and other technologies to enhance their children. But the argument they give leads to conclusions even more radical than they acknowledge. Ultimately, the world it would lead to is not all that different from that championed by eugenicists one hundred years ago.

As Nick Agar noted in the pages of this journal in 2007, there now exists a significant body of work in bioethics that argues in favor of enhancing human beings. Writers including Gregory Stock, Lee Silver, Nick Bostrom, Julian Savulescu, John Harris, Ronald Green, Jonathan Glover, and Agar himself have suggested that there is little reason to fear the scientific application of genetic technologies to human beings, as long as the choice of whether—and how—to use them is left up to individuals. They argue that a “new” or “liberal” eugenics, which would be pluralistic, based on good science, concerned with the welfare of individuals, and would respect the rights of individuals, should be distinguished from the “old” eugenics, which was perfectionist, unscientific, concerned with the health of the “race,” and coercive. According to the advocates of the new eugenics, the horrors associated with the old eugenics should not prevent us from embracing the opportunities offered by recent advances in the biological sciences.

Two of these writers in particular, John Harris and Julian Savulescu, have independently advanced the argument for human enhancement with especial fervor in their recent works. In Enhancing Evolution: The Ethical Case for Making Better People, Harris takes to conservative critics of enhancement with gusto and argues that a commitment to human enhancement follows naturally from our willingness to accept the improvements in our welfare and capacities that other technologies have made possible. Moreover, he suggests, a proper concern for the welfare of future human beings implies that we are morally obligated to pursue enhancements. Similarly, in a series of influential and oft-cited articles in prestigious medical and bioethical journals and in

enhancement in the popular press. Julian Savulescu has argued that we are morally obligated to use genetic (and other) technologies to produce the best children possible—a strong claim indeed. He has used his role as director of the Oxford Uehiro Centre for Practical Ethics to promote human enhancement in the popular press. When learned professors at the University of Manchester and Oxford start to agitate on behalf of enhancing human beings, it behooves us to take notice. For reasons that will become obvious below, I hope that Savulescu and Harris are wrong about the existence of an obligation to enhance future human beings, but it is not my intention to try to establish that here. Rather, my purpose is to point out that if we have such an obligation, then its implications are much more radical than Harris or Savulescu admit. Both Harris and Savulescu approach the ethics of human enhancement from a consequentialist perspective. Given the notoriously demanding nature of consequentialism and its lineage as a philosophy of radical social reform, one might expect that their conclusions would include a strong role for the state in encouraging or even requiring people to meet their obligations to have better babies. Instead, both Harris and Savulescu deny that the state should pursue eugenic goals and insist that the decision about whether to pursue enhancement (and which enhancements to pursue) should be left up to individuals. There is, therefore, a tension between their consequentialism and their (apparent) libertarianism when it comes to the rights of individuals to use—or not use—enhancement technologies as they see fit. Only through a very particular and not especially plausible negotiation of the uneasy relationship between their moral theory and their policy prescriptions can Harris and Savulescu obscure the fact that the gap between the new and the old eugenics is not that large at all, and that their philosophies have implications that most people would find profoundly unattractive.

Consequentialism and Enhancement

The two technologies that offer the most realistic prospect of achieving dramatic improvements in the capacities of human beings in the foreseeable future are preimplantation genetic diagnosis (possibly in combination with “embryo splitting”) and somatic cell nuclear transfer. PGD allows parents to learn about the genetics of the embryos they have created through in vitro fertilization, so that they can choose which embryo to implant into a woman’s womb and try to bring to term. It is currently widely used as a powerful technique to prevent the birth of children with severe disabilities. The use of PGD for enhancement would involve selecting embryos on the basis of genes for “above-species-typical” capacities. Our rapidly improving knowledge of human genetics, especially since the completion of the human genome program, has greatly increased the potential of using PGD to this end. Employing “embryo splitting” in conjunction with PGD would improve its efficiency as an enhancement technology by allowing the creation of multiple, genetically identical copies of a desirable embryo, increasing the chances of successfully implanting an embryo with those genetics. Should somatic cell nuclear transfer cloning of human beings become possible, then parents could create children with the genome of some existing person who has above-species-typical characteristics.

Consequentialism has a distinct theoretical advantage when it comes to discussing the ethics of these technologies. Both PGD and SCNT involve choosing which people are born rather than enhancing the traits of existing persons. As Derek Parfit observed, such decisions are not “person affecting”: there is no particular person who will be better or worse off depending on how the decisions are made, because if the decisions are made differently, then a different person is brought into the world. It is difficult for nonconsequentialist moral theories to gain any purchase on decisions of this sort. Rights-based or Kantian approaches founder because, in the absence of an affected individual, decisions about enhancement are only about how we treat embryos, rather than how we relate to rational agents, and attributing “rights” to embryos has extremely counterintuitive implications in other policy areas. Moreover, insofar as we are concerned with the rationality of future agents, some enhancements might be desirable because they might facilitate rational agency. Perhaps virtue ethics stands a better chance of generating conclusions about the appropriate attitude toward enhancement, or about the impact that altering human nature would have on future human beings’ capacity to exercise important virtues. However, it is difficult to develop an uncontroversial account of the virtues that has enough content to motivate definite conclusions about the appropriate attitude toward enhancement. And while altering human nature might have implications for the nature and role of the virtues,
it is extremely unlikely to make virtue itself impossible. In any case, it is not clear that we have any good reason to prefer the virtues associated with existing human character traits over the virtues enhanced human beings might have.15

However, insofar as decisions about embryo selection are about worlds containing different sorts of people—and different amounts of happiness—consequentialism can deal with them with ease. For instance, a consequentialist approach quickly generates what is—for most people—intuitively the right answer. For example, the implications of the new eugenics. Harris and Savulescu have pointed out, a concern about some sorts of enhancements. Yet in the absence of a richer and more plausible account of well-being. If human flourishing consists in the satisfaction of those preferences that an ideal observer would rationally endorse, or in the achievement of various objective goods, then there will be less impetus to try to engineer people for happiness by manipulating their brain chemistry. However, any resort to a more objectivist account of well-being would require consequentialists to justify that account and would make their conclusions much more controversial; it would also open up the possibility that the value of these goods might ground an argument against enhancement. Yet in the absence of a richer and more plausible account of well-being than either Harris or Savulescu has yet provided, the genetic interventions required by consequentialism look very “Brave New World” indeed.21

However, as both Harris and Savulescu have pointed out, a concern with the amount of happiness in the world suggests that we should not be content with reducing suffering and unhappiness.17 Instead, consequentialism suggests that we should act so as to increase the amount of happiness—or perhaps welfare—in the world.

Thus, once we adopt a consequentialist perspective, the argument for enhancement follows straightforwardly. As Harris puts it, if something is an enhancement, that means that it benefits individuals. We should act so as to promote the well-being of individuals. Therefore, we should pursue enhancements.18 There is, perhaps, some room to argue about the possibility that certain enhancements, despite being good for those who enjoy them, will generate “negative externalities” and will impose a cost on the rest of society, especially if these enhancements are available only to those able to pay for them. Indeed, I will suggest below that this is both much more likely and much more significant than either Harris or Savulescu acknowledge. However, such concerns will at most establish a case against particular enhancements; they are unlikely to rule out enhancements altogether. Thus, while there may be reasons to be cautious about some sorts of enhancements, the distinction between therapy and enhancement itself is morally irrelevant, and we should, for the same reason as we pursue therapies, pursue enhancements.19

In a moment I will turn to examine the question of the means we should adopt to bring about a world of enhanced human beings. However, it is worth pausing to highlight some of the more outre features of what it is, precisely, that we might be obligated to bring about. Many of the implications of the new eugenics are genetic interventions that in substance—if not in motivation—look very much like those advocated by the “old” eugenics.

To begin with, it is worth noting that genetic technologies might provide a new way of increasing the amount of happiness in the world: they might allow us to simply engineer happier people. If happiness is a subjective state—a warm inner glow, as it were—then we may well be able to make future generations happier by manipulating the base level of various neurotransmitters in their brains. The existence of genetic risk factors for depression suggests that genes may play a role in determining the base level of happiness.
These implications are, of course, contingent on the science advancing in certain ways. However, there are other perverse implications of a consequentialist approach to enhancement that could be realized with existing technologies. By its very nature, the argument for enhancement downplays the moral significance of normal human capacities. In particular, our reasons to reshape the capacities of future human beings do not stop at ensuring normal species functioning. This is, of course, what establishes the obligation to enhance, but it also means that the fact that some particular set of capacities is “normal” is no reason to settle for it. This, in turn, has unsettling implications for cases in which social circumstances interact with genes within the normal range of human variation, so that the genes correlate with reduced welfare.

The prospects for an individual’s flourishing will always be a function of interaction between genes and environment. Indeed, advocates for enhancement make much use of this fact; they typically argue that our obligation to manipulate genes is precisely the same as our obligation to manipulate the environment and arises for the same reason—out of a concern for the implications of our child’s phenotype for his or her welfare. However, the consequentialist version of this argument does not easily allow a distinction between cases in which the environmental conditions that mediate the relationship between genetics and phenotypical impact on the organism are the result of social factors, and those in which they result from other processes. In many parts of the world today, prevailing social circumstances are likely to have a much greater impact on the welfare of individuals than are other environmental factors. When thinking about which genes are best for our children, then, Harris and Savulescu’s argument implies that we should take these factors into account. Thus, for instance, in a racist society, where children born with particular racial markers—skin color, hair type, shape of nose and lips, presence or absence of an epicanthic fold, and so on—will have reduced life prospects, a proper concern for their children’s well-being requires that parents work to mitigate the impact of racism by altering the group in order to avoid the destructive effects of racism. Similarly, if there are genes that elevate the chance that an individual will be attracted to others of the same sex, then parents will be obligated to select against these genes in homophobic societies. While the prospect of identifying and selecting for (or against) genes for race or sexual preference might seem remote, so, too, does the prospect of eliminating the impact of entrenched racism and homophobia on individual well-being. Thus, in most of Europe, North America, and Australia, Harris and Savulescu’s argument would have parents choosing white male children who would grow up to be tall and (probably) blonde haired and blue eyed. When it comes to the sorts of people the consequentialist argument would have us choose to bring into the world, then, the ultimate conclusions of the new eugenics are remarkably similar to those of the old.

Of course, it is always possible to adduce further consequentialist considerations, or perhaps even deontological side constraints, to explain why parents are not obligated to choose children who will be able to pass as members of privileged groups. Savulescu explicitly addresses this objection and suggests that we are obligated to respond to injustice with social rather than genetic interventions. It is worth observing, though, that pointing to the social consequences of various eugenic policies is a risky argumentative strategy for advocates of the new eugenics. The new eugenics is, after all, supposed to be concerned with individual well-being—and, as we have seen, it will always be to an individual’s benefit to be born with the genetic markers of social privilege. As soon as we begin sacrificing the well-being of individuals for the sake of social goals, such as diversity, we are
firmly back in the territory of the old eugenics.

Even if a consequentialist account of the ethics of enhancement can avoid the repugnant conclusion that we should take social prejudices into account in our reproductive decision-making, this possibility is but one implication of a deeper dynamic within the consequentialist argument. As I will discuss further below, Harris and Savulescu tend to present the case for enhancement as though it opens up space for diversity and experimentation in relation to the character of future persons. However, the logic of a concern with improving the well-being of future persons points toward quite a different conclusion—that, in any given environment at least, there is a “best” genome, which parents are obligated to provide for their children.

Once we start to assess the consequences of being born with different genetic make-ups—and especially if we use such narrow metrics as “happiness” or “well-being”—then, in a given environment, of any two genomes, one will nearly always be better than the other. Harris and Savulescu’s approaches, with their emphasis on improving welfare, are premised on the idea that we can rank different lives according to the amount of welfare in them—and, therefore, that we can rank genomes-in-an-environment. As we have observed, it seems ludicrous to suggest that we are obligated to offer precisely the same prospects to our children with fair skin in countries near the poles, whereas near the equator they should have children with dark skin (setting questions about the impact of racism aside). In any given environment, however, parents will be obligated to choose the same genetics for their children.

Indeed, there is nothing in Savulescu’s argument to explain why parents’ obligations end at having the best child they can have—if by this Savulescu means the best of the genetic offspring they have managed to conceive via IVF. Unless the biological children of rearing parents always have higher expected welfare than any (and every) other unrelated child the same parents might rear (perhaps because parents turn out to have an instinctual aversion to raising an unrelated child), there will often be cases where none of the embryos that a couple manage to create have life prospects as good as those of another embryo—for instance, a “surplus” embryo from an IVF program. If so, then they will be obligated to implant that other embryo. If there is an embryo available somewhere in the world with sufficiently “good” genes, then it might turn out that everyone has morally compelling reasons to have a child who is genetically identical. As I discuss below, Harris and Savulescu downplay this implication of their account by allowing that parents should not be censured if they fail to live up to their obligations in this regard. However, the fact remains that what all parents should do is aspire to have a child with the same genes.

The convergence of parental obligations on a “best” embryo is a function of the maximizing nature of (most) consequentialism. It would be possible to avoid this implication by adopting some sort of “satisficing” consequentialism (that is, a consequentialism according to which actions are justified only if they bring about a state of affairs that is “good enough”). As a number of other writers have observed, it seems ludicrous to suggest that we are obligated to give our children the best chances in life; hardly any parents attempt that, let alone accomplish it. However, the problem with limiting the obligations of parents to an obligation to have a child that is “good enough” is that we then need some plausible way of deciding what “good enough” is and explaining why parental obligations stop at this point. The notion of “normal human capacities” is one plausible place to draw this line; it is difficult to see that there are any others. Once we set off on the project of human enhancement, it is hard to see where we could—or why we should—stop.

The ends of a consequentialist program of human enhancement are therefore likely to be much more radical than Harris and Savulescu allow. However, the purported distance between the new and the old eugenics is supposed to be as much a matter of means as of ends. Let us now turn, then, to Harris and Savulescu’s accounts of the means appropriate to a “new” eugenics.

**Libertarianism**

Utilitarianism, historically the most important form of consequentialism, originated as a radical philosophy dedicated to social reform. Many of the early utilitarians struggled for social and political change, believing that the greatest happiness of the greatest number could be achieved only by redistributing wealth and that the state was sometimes the only available mechanism to help us achieve important social goals. But Harris and Savulescu do not follow this example. Rather than advocate for a strong program of social engineering or legislation to bring about a world in which enhanced human beings have the best prospects for happiness and well-being, Harris and Savulescu defend the right of individuals to reject their conclusions. In particular, they deny that the obligations they identify are of such a nature as to justify the use of state power to try to ensure that
people meet them.\textsuperscript{31} Savulescu even goes so far as to explicitly defend the rights of parents to choose children with disabilities.\textsuperscript{24} As far as the appropriate role of the law in relation to enhancement goes, then, Harris and Savulescu are libertarians.\textsuperscript{35}

The subtlety of the argument about enhancement that allows Savulescu and Harris to reconcile libertarian conclusions with a consequentialist approach is the fact that most foreseeable genetic enhancements are unlikely to be “person affecting.” If—as John Stuart Mill argued—the state is only justified in restricting individual liberty in order to prevent harm to others,\textsuperscript{36} then as long as parents’ choices about which embryo(s) to implant result in the birth of people who have “lives worth living,”\textsuperscript{37} decisions about who should be born will not warrant interference from the state because they will not harm anyone.\textsuperscript{38} Because the decision about whether to employ an enhancement technology will affect who will be born, there is no individual who can legitimately complain about the decision by insisting that they would have been better off had it been otherwise.\textsuperscript{39} This peculiarity about the consequences of decisions about genetic selection makes it possible for parents to have an obligation to increase the total utility in the world but—perhaps—for there to be no direct harm to any particular individual if they fail to do so. Thus, consequentialists can hold that parents should enhance their children, but deny that they should be required to do so by legislation or policy.\textsuperscript{40}

**Tensions**

This is all fine as far as it goes. However, according to Savulescu and Harris’s arguments, parents who fail to maximize the welfare of their children are still doing something wrong. Let us be clear about this: Harris and Savulescu each argue that parents should have children with the best prospects. At the very least, it follows from Harris and Savulescu’s accounts that parents who fail to act on the morally compelling reasons that bear on their reproductive decisions should be condemned in private. Unless it can be shown that open moralism on this topic will generate resentment and make it less likely that people will meet their obligations, then they should also be condemned in public.

Moreover, even if Harris and Savulescu are right that parents should not be coerced to enhance their children, their arguments may still have policy implications. Not all of the policy instruments available to governments are coercive. States can encourage their citizens to do the right thing through education and advertising and by reshaping the incentive structures bearing on individual decisions by rewarding particular behaviors. These mechanisms fall well short of coercion. At the very least, then, Harris and Savulescu should be campaigning for a national “better babies” campaign that puts these noncoercive strategies to work. This prospect is especially alarming if parents are obligated to have children with the genetic markers of social privilege, as I argued above.

Nor is the state the only organization with the capacity to shape the behavior of parents. Nongovernmental organizations and concerned citizens may also be able to influence parental decision-making. The “Eugenics Societies” that sprang up around the world in the early twentieth century encouraged fellow citizens to exercise reproductive choice responsibly and avoid bringing inferior specimens into the world, and they arguably had some success in shaping behavior.\textsuperscript{41} While Harris and Savulescu would object to some of the societies’ educational and advertising materials and to some of their political goals, the basic mission of these societies—trying to convince people to have “fitter families”—is one they should approve of. Indeed, it seems that Harris and Savulescu should work toward the reinvigoration of these groups.

In a consequentialist framework, we acquire moral obligations not by virtue of being in particular roles or relationships, but rather by virtue of our causal power to bring about certain states of affairs containing more or less welfare. If I can bring it about that other parents have enhanced children, then I should. Presuming that social campaigns conducted by private citizens have some capacity to influence behavior, then we have an obligation to initiate, fund, and take part in them. Seen in this light, Savulescu’s efforts to promote enhancement in the public sphere follow inevitably from his philosophy and are, indeed, to be admired. Furthermore, the consequentialist foundations of Harris and Savulescu’s arguments offer at best shaky support for the conclusion that we should
never coerce others in order to ensure that they have enhanced children. For a consequentialist, human rights are justified only insofar as they further well-being, and if the consequences that might be achieved by infringing a right outweigh the consequences of its infringement, then so much worse for the right and the interests it protects. Harris and Savulescu properly emphasize the weight of the interests that are protected by and that justify a right to reproductive freedom. Historically, the consequences of trying to force people to have certain kinds of children have been disastrous, and there are good reasons to fear the consequences if we try again. However, it is also true that the consequences of coercion depend on the sort of coercion involved. Just as there are many noncoercive means of shaping behavior, so, too, are there many different means of coercion available, some very subtle. If the amount of welfare at stake in a particular enhancement is large, then some forms of coercion will probably sometimes be justified.

Indeed, most societies already act on the assumption that some coercion is justified to protect the welfare of future generations. When it comes to the destruction of the environment, for instance, where decisions may not only affect the welfare of future generations but also affect who will be born, the fact that our choices are not person affecting does not prevent us from concluding that regulation is appropriate. In some cases, the penalties for polluting the environment may be severe and may include substantial fines and even jail time. If we are prepared to jail people for threatening the welfare of persons not yet existing by polluting the environment, then it seems we should also be prepared to coerce people who threaten the welfare of future generations by failing to enhance them.

These subtleties are largely academic when it comes to the policy implications of the consequentialist argument for enhancement because existing individuals clearly can be harmed by other people's decisions about enhancement. There are any number of social or economic mechanisms whereby the well-being of some affects the well-being of others, so that actions that affect the welfare of one group—even actions that do not harm them—may harm others.

Most obviously, in any society that acknowledges an obligation to provide for the welfare of its members and relies on taxation to achieve that goal, the welfare of each affects the welfare of all. Consequently, if parents choose to have children with lower expected welfare than other children they might have had, then they are imposing a cost on the rest of the community. If this cost is substantial enough, then coercion may well be justified in order to avoid it.

One might argue that the real source of the harm here is the redistributive taxation, and that rather than restrict the liberty of parents in order to keep them from imposing demands on others, we should instead restrict the scope of redistribution: we should deny that the unenhanced have any claim on the resources of other individuals. The shape of a just health care policy in a society in which enhancement is available is too large a topic to address properly here. However, I will venture two brief observations about this line of argument.

First, it is one thing to deny that parents have a right to extra resources to compensate them for the low welfare of children they have chosen not to enhance, but it is quite another to deny that these children have a right to some social support. In a world in which enhancement was widely practised, it would no more be the fault of the unenhanced that their welfare was lower than those around them than it is the fault of people born with genetic disorders today that they require additional resources to achieve the same well-being as those born “normal.” Denying that society has an obligation to redistribute (some) resources to compensate for inequalities in welfare that result from unevenness in the distribution of enhancements would therefore require a significant revision of our intuitions about the proper response to the existence of unchosen disadvantage.

Second, Harris and Savulescu's argument runs into difficulties in any society with a welfare state because a failure to enhance will then impose costs on others via the mechanism of redistributive taxation. Therefore, their libertarianism about reproductive decision-making is tenable only if we adopt a more comprehensive libertarian politics. Yet such a politics is even less compatible with Harris and Savulescu's consequentialism than is their laissez-faire attitude toward enhancement.

In any case, there are other ways in which decisions about enhancement of future people may harm others. The presence of social and economic inequality often has significant implications for the quality of life of all citizens. There is some evidence that inequality in a society itself has bad consequences for the health of its citizens, rich and poor alike. To the extent this is true, parents who fail to enhance their children will harm other individuals. There are also less controversial and more everyday examples of the negative consequences of inequality. If enhanced individuals are at risk of mugging by desperate “normals” who have been locked out of social and economic opportunities by their lacklustre genetic inheritance, if they must step over the sleeping bodies of normal individuals in the street on the way to their limousines, and if they must constantly refuse the entreaties of unenhanced children for aid and assistance, then enhanced individuals may have reason to rue the birth of normal children. Parents who continue to have normal children will impose these costs on their fellow citizens.

Finally, there are arguably cases in which the harms that result from others' failure to enhance their children are brought about by less political mechanisms. Consider a case modeled on the ethics of introducing a
childhood vaccination against an infectious disease. Imagine that selecting for some particular set of genes conveys resistance to a dangerous infectious disease; children with this enhancement are much less likely to catch the disease, but unfortunately they are not totally immune. This is precisely the sort of enhancement that Harris and Savulescu believe we would be obligated to provide to our children. Yet the benefits of this enhancement will be entirely realized only if a sufficient number of parents adopt it. If only some children in the community can resist infection, then the disease may still become an epidemic and threaten the lives of those who have received the enhancement. The failure of others to enhance their children therefore imposes a risk—and a harm—on the rest of the community. If the cost of the enhancement is low, then the harm caused by failing to use it might justify a law requiring parents to enhance their children. Thus, there is at least one sort of case in which the flourishing of the community depends on parents’ decisions about enhancements, yet the relationship is not mediated by social and political institutions. Where this is the case, Savulescu and Harris’s arguments risk licensing the use of coercion to secure enhancements in order to prevent harm to the community.

Nothing I have said thus far establishes that any particular form of coercion is justified in order to secure any particular enhancement for future generations. Our obligations to bring about improvements in welfare by enhancing future beings, and to avoid imposing costs on others by failing to enhance, must be weighed against the harms involved in frustrating the interests normally protected by the right to reproductive liberty. Perhaps parents’ interests will usually win the day, as Harris and Savulescu maintain. However, as we have seen, there is no reason to believe that they always will, and indeed there is good reason to worry that they often will not, when “subtle” forms of coercion are at stake. The greater our obligation to enhance our children—or to put the same point another way, the more likely it is that enhancements will offer significant improvements in expected welfare—then the more likely it is that this calculation will argue in favor of strongly encouraging or even coercing parents to choose enhanced children.

There is, therefore, a profound tension between Harris and Savulescu’s philosophical commitments and their own account of the policy implications of their arguments. Their consequentialism fails to support their libertarianism. Alternatively, their libertarianism can be maintained only at the cost of their theoretical commitment to maximizing welfare—the commitment that generates the obligation to pursue non-person-affecting enhancements in the first place.

A Brave New World

The champions of the “new” eugenics are understandably anxious to dissociate themselves from the eugenic movements of the 1920s and 1930s. A close reading of Harris and Savulescu’s work, however, suggests that they, at least, are less successful at distancing themselves from the old eugenics than they suppose. If parents acted on the obligation that Harris and Savulescu champion, then the result would be a world eerily similar to that dreamed of by previous generations of eugenicists. According to their accounts, in any given society parents should all aim to have the same sort of child, where the nature of this “best baby” is properly sensitive to the prevailing bigotry of the times. Harris and Savulescu’s philosophy also implies that right-thinking people should engage in social campaigns to influence the reproductive decision-making of other citizens and encourage them to live up to their procreative obligations. Moreover, despite Harris and Savulescu’s gestures toward respect for individual freedom, their arguments place this freedom at the mercy of a calculation about consequences, which is a poor guarantor that the state will not be justified in coercing parents to have particular sorts of children to maximize welfare. In short, while the avowed motivations of the new eugenics may be new, the world its advocates would bring about turns out to be not all that different from that championed by the old eugenics.

Of course, as I observed at the outset, there are other advocates of a “new” eugenics, some of whom
disavow the consequentialism that drives Harris and Savulescu. Perhaps some of these other authors are better able to distinguish a new eugenics from the old. It is certainly noteworthy, though, that two of the leading advocates of human enhancement fail in this project.

Moreover, it is hard to avoid the suspicion that the real cause of Harris and Savulescu’s convergence on a not-so-new eugenics is deeper still and may infect the transhumanist project more generally. There is a tendency for advocates of human enhancement to represent themselves—and perhaps also to see themselves—as the philosophical descendants of Voltaire, bravely defying the forces of irrationality and conservatism in order to reach the difficult conclusions that others dare not. They are encouraged in this by the religious overtones of the case made against human enhancement by conservative thinkers such as Leon Kass, Francis Fukuyama, and Michael Sandel. My own assessment is that it is the market, not the church, that is the social force to be reckoned with today. The real danger posed by the development of effective technologies of human enhancement is not that religious conservatives will prevent couples from making use of these technologies, but that parents will eventually have no choice but to make use of them. Without them, their children will stand no chance of competing effectively in the world. Once enhancement becomes possible, refusal to adopt it will appear unreasonable; because the welfare of children is at stake, parents’ failure to do “the right thing” will appear especially egregious.

The advocates of enhancement may well represent the tradition of the Enlightenment, but as other critics have suggested, this tradition has a more problematic relation to human freedom than its adherents suppose. In the eyes of those dedicated to achieving a more rational world, human nature is likely to appear as an obstacle to be overcome. Given the merit and importance of the goal, it is all-too-tempting to conclude that force is justified to achieve it. Those who wish to advance a “new” or “liberal” eugenics will need to offer a more convincing account of why their goals do not justify coercive means than either Harris or Savulescu has provided to date.
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